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DUTY TO WARN
STANZIANO, ET AL. V. COOLEY,
M.D., ET AL.
2017-CA-001430-MR; 2017-CA-001476-MR

JULY 5, 2019

• Patient had lengthy history of mental illness.
• Patient was involuntarily hospitalized in Eastern State
Hospital three times in 2010-2011, and again in 2014.
• Patient suffered from delusions of prophesies and
conspiracies.
• Patient communicated some violent ideologies, but
never communicated actual, specific threat of harm or
physical violence against Mr. Stanziano (a neighbor).

• Stanziano was an attorney whose office was across the
street from Patient’s apartment. No relationship.

DUTY TO WARN
STANZIANO, ET AL. V. COOLEY,
M.D., ET AL.
2017-CA-001430-MR; 2017-CA-001476-MR

JULY 5, 2019

• Patient discharged from Eastern State Hospital with
instructions for follow-up care. He did not comply.
• Six weeks after Patient’s discharge, Patient
approached Stanziano and threatened to kill him.

• Next morning, Patient killed Stanziano.
• Stanziano’s wife brought action against doctors and
facility alleging loss of consortium, negligent discharge,
and negligence per se (KRS 202A.400) based on a
failure to warn Stanziano of the danger posed by
Patient.

VICARIOUS LIABILITY
STANZIANO, ET AL. V. COOLEY,
M.D., ET AL.
2017-CA-001430-MR; 2017-CA-001476-MR

JULY 5, 2019

• Physicians moved for summary judgment because
Patient had never communicated to them actual
threat of harm directed at Stanziano as is required for
liability to attach under KRS 202A.400. SJ granted.
• Eastern State alleged sovereign immunity and that it
could not be held liable in the absence of negligence
by physicians. SJ denied re immunity; granted on
vicarious liability grounds.
• COA affirmed SJ for physicians as there was no proof
Patient had communicated to physicians any actual
threat of physical violence against identifiable or
reasonably identifiable victim.

VICARIOUS LIABILITY
STANZIANO, ET AL. V. COOLEY,
M.D., ET AL.
2017-CA-001430-MR; 2017-CA-001476-MR

JULY 5, 2019

• COA affirmed summary judgment for facility on basis of
vicarious liability.
• Estate did not provide any proof of physicians’
negligence or wrongdoing.
• In the absence of liability of physicians, there was no
ability to shift “up the ladder” to Eastern State.
• Employer is only liable for damages resulting from
tortious acts of its employees.
• COA declined to address sovereign immunity issue.
• Estate filed motion for DR with Supreme Court; pending.

EXPERTS

EXPERT DISCLOSURES
RIES, ET AL. V. OLIPHANT, ET AL.
568 S.W.3D 336 (KY. 2019)

FEBRUARY 14, 2019

• Pregnant patient with rare vasa previa.
• Discovery from 2005-2010. Tried 2010. Defense verdict.
• Plaintiff appealed based on opinion given in deposition by
defense expert, but not provided in formal CR 26 pleading.
(equilibration)
• Trial court allowed new plaintiff’s expert on one topic, but
limited expert to that topic at trial.
• Court of Appeals reversed on lack of disclosure issue
(equilibration opinions); did not address limitation of
plaintiff’s expert opinion.

EXPERT DISCLOSURES
RIES, ET AL. V. OLIPHANT, ET AL.
568 S.W.3D 336 (KY. 2019)

FEBRUARY 14, 2019

• Supreme Court reverses and remands to COA for
consideration of second issue not addressed by COA in first
appeal.

• COA considers whether limitation of new plaintiff’s expert
opinion was reversible error. COA reverses defense verdict.
• Supreme Court reverses again.

1) Limitation of P’s expert testimony was appropriate.
2) Depositions serve same function as CR 26.02 and 26.05.
• Requiring written summary disclosure of expert’s entire
deposition testimony would be burdensome and
counterproductive.

EXPERT DISCLOSURES
MEADE V. DVORAK

2017–CA–002025–MR

DECEMBER 21, 2018

• Plaintiff failed to disclose experts by deadline.
• Trial court denied motion for summary and gave P 20 days.

• Plaintiff disclosed, but cancelled deposition day before.
• Defendants file motion to strike P’s expert and renews MSJ.
• Court grants defendant’s motion to strike and dismisses.

• Turns out expert had not reviewed records prior to disclosure.
• P appealed.
• CR 26.02 requires disclosure of facts already known and
opinions already formed, not anticipated facts or opinions.
• Plaintiff lacked any oral or written statement from the expert
before the disclosure.

EXPERT DISCLOSURES
RICHMOND V. HUNT, M.D., ET AL.

2018–CA–000182–MR, 2019-SC-000240, PENDING APRIL 5, 2019

• Plaintiff sues ER doctor and hand surgeon for failure to
timely diagnose blood clot that resulted in loss of five
fingers, part of hand and forearm.
• Defendant’s granted summary judgment after plaintiff’s
expert states in deposition testimony that earlier intervention
might have resulted in different outcome.
• Trial court acknowledges dispute of fact as to standard of
care, but, based on deposition testimony, causation cannot
be proven. Summary judgment granted.
• Plaintiff files motion to vacate with affidavit from same
expert, but now stating his opinion with “high degree of
medical probability”.

EXPERT DISCLOSURES
RICHMOND V. HUNT, M.D., ET AL.

2018–CA–000182–MR, 2019-SC-000240, PENDING APRIL 5, 2019

• Trial court denied motion. P appealed.
• Court of Appeals vacates and remands due in
part to more forceful language of expert
disclosure/report.
• While evidence of causation must be in terms of
probability, not possibility, substance should
prevail over form. Total meaning, rather than
word-by-word construction, should be focus.
• D filed motion for DR; pending

EXPERTS - CAUSATION

EXPERTS - CAUSATION
ASHLAND HOSPITAL CORP., ET AL. V.
SHAKLEFORD
2017–CA–002025–MR

December 21, 2018

• Patient had an angiogram. After discharge,
Patient had a stroke.
• Patient sued doctor and hospital alleging their
failure to diagnose stroke caused greater injury
than stroke would have caused with earlier
intervention.
• P’s expert said it was “impossible to tell” if earlier
intervention by doctor would have limited the
effects of the stroke.

EXPERTS - CAUSATION
ASHLAND HOSPITAL CORP., ET AL. V.
SHAKLEFORD

2019 WL 4072788, 2018-SC-000276 & 279

August 29, 2019

• Trial court granted summary judgment for doctor and
hospital after finding that P could not establish expert
testimony that any negligence by doctor or hospital
was a substantial factor in causing injury to P.
• COA reversed, finding that expert testimony was not
required to establish causation in this case (res ipsa
loquitur).

• Supreme Court reversed the COA holding and
reinstated the trial court’s summary judgment order.

EXPERTS - CAUSATION
ASHLAND HOSPITAL CORP., ET AL. V.
SHAKLEFORD

2019 WL 4072788, 2018-SC-000276 & 279

August 29, 2019

• Res ipsa loquitor does not apply. Expert testimony is
required to prove causation.
• The average layperson cannot properly weigh such
complex medical evidence (strokes, timing of
intervention, effect timing of intervention on
patient) without the aid of expert opinion.
• P’s expert opinion was not sufficient to raise a genuine
issue of material fact to defeat summary judgment.

MEDICAL REVIEW PANELS
CABINET FOR HEALTH & FAMILY SERVICES
v. CLAYCOMB
566 S.W.3d 202 (Ky. 2018)

final February 14, 2019

• Held unconstitutional
• Legislature cannot
impose any delay to an
individual’s access to
the courts.

EXPERTS
KRS §411.167 CERTIFICATE OF MERIT FOR
MEDICAL MALPRACTICE CASES

June 27, 2019

• Certificate of Merit
applies to any lawsuits
filed after June 27,
2019.
• Requires plaintiff to file
a “certificate of merit”
when complaint filed.

EXPERTS
KRS §411.167 CERTIFICATE OF MERIT FOR
MEDICAL MALPRACTICE CASES
June 27, 2019

• Certificate must reflect that P consulted with at least one
expert who:
1. Is qualified to give expert opinions as to the SOC or
negligence; and

2. Concludes there is a reasonable basis for lawsuit.
• Consulting expert does not have to be identified and
expert’s opinions do not have to be disclosed.

• If no certificate of merit filed, Defendant could file motion
to dismiss, BUT…….

EXPERTS
KRS §411.167 CERTIFICATE OF MERIT FOR
MEDICAL MALPRACTICE CASES
• Certificate of Merit is NOT required:

June 27, 2019

• If close to statute of limitations and unable to
obtain expert consultation; P has to provide
certificate within 60 days after service of the
complaint.
• If P intends to rely on res ipsa loquitur or lack of
informed consent.
• If P does not have the medical records yet.
Required to file a certificate within 90 days after
receiving records.

DAMAGES

EMOTIONAL DISTRESS

EMOTIONAL DISTRESS
JAMES WILLIAM CROOK V. SEAN
MAGUIRE, M.D.

2015-CA-000379-MR; rev. granted; 2018-SC-000290

May 11, 2018

• P was questioned by police regarding controlled substance
prescriptions written for him by treating physician.
• They were not actually there to investigate P.
• Police were investigating physician.
• P sues M.D. for Intentional Infliction of Emotional Distress, NIED,
and a violation of the Identity Theft Statute.

• P argues expert testimony regarding severe emotional distress
was not necessary for IIED claim.

EMOTIONAL DISTRESS
JAMES WILLIAM CROOK V. SEAN
MAGUIRE, M.D.

2015-CA-000379-MR; rev. granted; 2018-SC-000290

May 11, 2018

• Trial court dismissed P’s claim based on lack of expert
testimony.
• COA held IIED and NIED both require showing of severe
emotional distress.
• Expert medical or scientific proof required for both
Intentional and Negligent Infliction of Emotional Distress
claims.
• Case could proceed under KRS §411.210 – Identity Theft.
• Expert Testimony not required for emotional damages that
stem from statutory action or contractual action.
• D’s motion for DR was granted; pending

ATTORNEY WITHDRAWAL

ATTORNEY WITHDRAWAL
AZMAT V. BAUER, ET AL.
2016–SC–000560–DG

MAY 9, 2019

• Birth injury case with P (mom) as next friend of
child filed 2012.
• P counsel moves to withdraw before expert
deadline.

• P given 60 days to get new counsel.
• In the interim, mom files expert disclosure that
had been prepared by withdrawing attorney.

ATTORNEY WITHDRAWAL
AZMAT V. BAUER, ET AL.
2016–SC–000560–DG

MAY 9, 2019

• Trial court grants Defendant’s motion to strike
experts and holds mom has engaged in
unlicensed practice of law.
• Court of Appeals affirms trial court.
• Supreme Court reverses and says it was not
unauthorized practice of law and allowing
attorney to withdraw was error under these
circumstances.

ATTORNEY WITHDRAWAL
AZMAT V. BAUER, ET AL.
2016–SC–000560–DG

MAY 9, 2019

• Trial courts are warned to be cautious in
dismissing cases with prejudice and foreclosing
disabled party’s ability to pursue claim.
• Especially claims involving minors, incompetents, and
“next friends”

• Should have stayed case while allowing time for P
to find counsel or dismiss without prejudice, if
necessary.

ATTORNEY WITHDRAWAL
EMBRY V. MAC’S CONVENIENCE STORES, LLC
2016–CA–001047–MR

JANUARY 25, 2019

• Slip and fall injury at a gas station.

• 2006 injury date with numerous appeals.
• While on remand, P counsel asks for leave to
withdraw.

• Court grants and gives 45 days to get new counsel.
• Defense counsel serves RFAs on the same day.
• Plaintiff does not timely answer, but does find new
counsel.

ATTORNEY WITHDRAWAL
EMBRY V. MAC’S CONVENIENCE STORES, LLC
2016–CA–001047–MR

JANUARY 25, 2019

• D moves for summary since admissions from failure
to respond to RFAs would prevent P from
prevailing.

• Trial court grants motion and enters dismissal
despite new attorney providing late answers to
the RFAs.
• Trial court abused discretion in deeming
admissions admitted. RFAs came due within the
time allowed to get new counsel.

JURY ISSUES

JUROR STRIKES and OBJECTIONS
JENNIFER FORD, M.D. V. BAPTIST HEALTH
2017–CA–001656–MR
2019-SC-000435

MAY 3, 2019
MOTION FOR DR PENDING

• Defense verdict for Baptist Health for malpractice
allegations against neurosurgeon.
• Among issues on appeal by plaintiff is trial court’s failure to
strike potential jurors that treated with a physician
employed by Baptist Healthcare.

• None of the physicians at issue practiced in same group or
even office building as neurosurgeon involved.
• Finding error would be expansion of law on this topic.
• Additional twist – plaintiff also employed by Baptist
Healthcare.

JUROR STRIKES and OBJECTIONS
JENNIFER FORD, M.D. V. BAPTIST HEALTH
2017–CA–001656–MR
2019-SC-000435

MAY 3, 2019
MOTION FOR DR PENDING

• Plaintiff dismissed individual physician shortly before
trial without payment.
• Perhaps to focus case against company as opposed
to individual doctor; or, to let jury know doctor not
financially responsible.

• At COA, Ford’s brief defective for failure to have a
preservation statement for each argument per CR
76.12(4)(c)(v).
• COA went on with review as issues lacked merit or
were not preserved anyway.
• Issue #1: P failed to preserve jury issue as she did not
identify on the strike sheet alternative strikes, but did
it orally.

JUROR STRIKES and OBJECTIONS
JENNIFER FORD, M.D. V. BAPTIST HEALTH
2017–CA–001656–MR
2019-SC-000435

MAY 3, 2019
MOTION FOR DR PENDING

• Issue #2: Dealt with summary judgment for comparative
fault and attempt to limit cross-examination of plaintiff as
sophisticated patient due to medical degree.
• No contemporaneous objections at trial and no authority
presented for reversal. Just conclusory statement and “selfserving interpretation” of the facts.

• Issue #3: Regarding reference to “burden of proof” in voir
dire. Trial court found no misstatement.
• Plaintiff also failed to press trial judge for ruling or admonition,
so issue waived.

• P filed motion for DR – pending at Supreme Court

GOVERNMENT IMMUNITY

KIMBERLY HOWARD V.
BIG SANDY AREA DEV. DISTRICT
2017–CA-000747–MR

AUGUST 3, 2018

• Big Sandy ADD provides home care services to
community.
• Decedent was visited biweekly for help with
household chores. Big Sandy did not provide
health services.
• Decedent develops bed sore.
• Dismissal due to governmental immunity. Plaintiff
did not present any authority to support
contention that Big Sandy was not entitled to
immunity.
• COA affirmed trial court’s dismissal. Supreme
Court granted DR; pending

EMPTY CHAIR

JEWISH HOSPITAL, ET AL. V.
BARBARA HOUSE, ET AL.
563 S.W.3D 626 (KY. 2018)

DECEMBER 13, 2018

• Patient goes to ER, given fluids, and is released. Patient returns
later that day with septic shock and dies.
• Doctor settled with patient’s estate. Hospital goes to trial.
• Hospital makes DV motion at close of plaintiff’s proof regarding
fault of settling doctor. Trial court grants DV.
• COA reversed indicating DV is never appropriate against
empty chair.

• Supreme Court reverses and reinstates DV.
• While DV was premature, it is not always precluded against empty
chair.
• DV did not impact verdict as jury did not reach that question.

• KEY: Remaining Defendant must prove case against empty
chair.

KENTUCKY BOARD OF MEDICAL
LICENSURE

URADU, M.D. V. KBML
2018–CA-000097–MR
2019-SC-000161

FEBRUARY 22, 2019
AUGUST 21, 2019

• State of Ohio suspends Dr. Uradu’s license.
• Per regulation, KBML imposes reciprocal penalty to his
Kentucky license.
• Uradu appeals claiming denial of due process.
• Statute uses permissive language regarding reciprocal
punishment.
• Regulation of KBML uses mandatory language.

• COA reverses circuit court and strikes down regulation.
• Did not accept argument of KBML that enacting mandatory
regulation was the exercise of their statutory discretion.

• KBML files motion for DR with Supreme Court; DR denied, but
Court orders COA opinion not to be published.

MEDICAID REIMBURSEMENT
Commonwealth of KY, Cabinet for Health and
Family Services v. Pediatric Specialist, PLLC
579 S.W.3d 865 (Ky. App. 2018), rev. denied

August 21, 2019

• Cabinet bears burden of removing
Medicaid payment previously granted.
• Payments are not temporary pending
audit.

